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Big Cities – the world is urbanizing 

Cities are the cause of our problems and the source of the solutions 



Properly acquired, integrated, and analyzed, data can  
•  Take government beyond imperfect understanding 

•  Better (and more efficient) operations, better planning, better policy 
•  Improve governance and citizen engagement 
•  Enable the private sector to develop new services for citizens, 

governments, firms 
•  Enable a revolution in the social sciences 

Environment 

Meteorology, pollution,  
noise, flora, fauna 

People 

Relationships, location,  
economic /communications 
activities, health, nutrition, 
opinions, … 

Infrastructure 

Condition, operations 

Exploring Urban Data#



Urban Data Sources 
•  Organic data flows 

•  Administrative records (census, permits, …) 
•  Transactions (sales, communications, …) 
•  Operational (traffic, transit, utilities, health system, …) 
•  New and social media (Twitter feeds, blog posts, Facebook, …) 

•  Sensors 
•  Personal (location, activity, physiological) 
•  Fixed in situ sensors 
•  Crowd sourcing (mobile phones, …) 
•  Choke points (people, vehicles) 

•  Opportunities for “novel” sensor technologies 
•  Visible, infrared  and spectral imagery 
•  RADAR, LIDAR 
•  Gravity and magnetic, seismic, acoustic 
•  Ionizing radiation, biological, chemical 
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Figure'4:!Visible!(left)!and!thermal!infrared!(right)!images!of!NYC!scenes.!

Two images suggestive of what might be possible are shown in Fig. 4. .  On the left is 
a low-quality (1 Mpixel) ordinary image looking south from the Empire State Building.3  
Several tens of thousands of lights are visible, most of them stationary, whose dynamics 
carry information about urban systems.  The image on the right4 is of lower Manhattan as 
seen in the infrared, so that it depicts heat rather 
than light. The building on the almost far left 
shows differences in the heat escaping individual 
suites, either because of thermostat settings or 
insulation, or both.  The peculiar pattern of the 
building in the middle stems from a data center 
on the lower floor and its vents on the roof.   

In both of these images, a single sensor covers 
a great deal.  The synoptic and persistent 
coverage of such modalities, together with their 
relatively easy and low-cost operation, may offer 
a useful complement to in situ sensing.   

I.4 How will the data be used?   
Large urban datasets will be used in several 

different ways.  One of the simplest is 
identification of unusual data or outliers.  The 
distribution of observations of any given variable 
over a population may reasonably be expected to 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
3!http://danielbachhuber.com/2010/11/19/empireGstateGbuildingGviewGtoGsouthGandGnorth/!

4!Tyrone!Turner/National!Geographic!

! ! ! ! ! ! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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Taxis as Sensors for NYC#
•  Taxis are sensors that can provide unprecedented insight into city life: economic 

activity, human behavior, mobility patterns, …
“What is the average trip time from Midtown to the airports during weekdays?'’ 
“How the taxi fleet activity varies during weekdays?’’
“How was the taxi activity in Midtown affected during a presidential visit?'’
“How did the movement patterns change during Sandy?”
“Where are the popular night spots?”



Exploring Taxi Trips: Challenges#
Taxi data are:
•  Big:  520 million trips -- ~500k trips/day

•  Can’t use existing tools for interactive exploration
•  Complex: Multiple variables:  spatial and temporal + trip attributes

•  Hard to select data -- too many data slices
•  Dirty: Taxis in the river…

Domain scientists and decision makers are unable to interactively explore the 
whole data 
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TaxiVis: Visually Exploring NYC Taxi Data#
•  New model  that allows users to visually query taxi trips, easily select and compare 

different spatial-temporal slices
•  Data selection through visual manipulations
•  Use visualization to explore selected data

•  Support for origin-destination queries that enable the study of mobility across the city
•  Use multiple coordinated views to allow comparisons, and brushing to support query 

refinements
•  Use of adaptive level-of-detail rendering and heat maps to generate clutter-free 

visualization for large results
•  Scalable system that provides interactive response times for spatio-temporal queries 

over large data




Related Work – taxi data#
•  Recommendation Systems "

[Ge et al. 2010]"
[Yuan et al. 2011]


•  Land-use Classification "

[Pan et al. 2013]

•  Human Mobility"

[Veloso et al. 2011]"
[Liang et al. 2012]"
[Peng et al. 2012]

3.1   Spatial and temporal distribution 

The overall taxi service distribution in Lisbon can be seen in Fig. 1 where some 
major locations such as the city downtown (A), the airport (B), and the train station 
(C) are identified.  

 

 
(a) Pick-up locations                                    (b) Drop-off locations 

Fig. 1. Taxi pick-up (a) and drop-off locations (b) distribution. 

The following figure shows the temporal variation of the taxi services. As 
expected, it gradually increases in the morning reaches the maximum between 11 a.m. 
and 1 p.m, and slowly drops down in the afternoon. In the working days, there are 
more taxi services than in the weekends with the maximum number of the services 
observed on Monday. 

 

  (a) Hourly variation                                    (b) Daily variation 

Fig. 2. Taxi service variation according to the hours of day (a) and days of week (b).   

3.2   Data cleaning 

Here we describe our data cleaning process. Based on our original dataset, a 
distribution of the trip distances is shown in Fig. 3. We notice that that the realistic 
longest trips could be around 22km (one side of the city to the other), we thus 
discarded trips with distance greater than 30km. On the other hand, the original data 
also contains a great amount of trips with less than 200m (14.94% of the all trips), 
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ABSTRACT
We present a recommender for taxi drivers and people ex-
pecting to take a taxi, using the knowledge of 1) passen-
gers’ mobility patterns and 2) taxi drivers’ pick-up behav-
iors learned from the GPS trajectories of taxicabs. First, this
recommender provides taxi drivers with some locations (and
the routes to these locations), towards which they are more
likely to pick up passengers quickly (during the routes or at
the parking places) and maximize the profit. Second, it rec-
ommends people with some locations (within a walking dis-
tance) where they can easily find vacant taxis. In our method,
we propose a parking place detection algorithm and learn
the above knowledge (represented by probabilities) from tra-
jectories. Then, we feed the knowledge into a probabilistic
model which estimates the profit of a parking place for a par-
ticular driver based on where and when the driver requests
for the recommendation. We validate our recommender us-
ing trajectories generated by 12,000 taxis in 110 days.

Author Keywords
Taxicab, recommender, parking place

ACM Classification Keywords
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INTRODUCTION
Taxicabs play an important role in people’s commute be-
tween public and private transports. A significant number
of people are traveling by taxis in their daily lives around the
world. According to a recent survey about the taxi service
of New York City [7], 41% people take a taxi per week and
25% of the respondents take a taxi everyday. However, on
one hand, to facilitate people’s travel, major cities, like New
York, Tokyo, London, and Beijing, have a huge number of
taxis traversing in urban areas. The vacant taxis cruising on
roads not only waste gas and time of a taxi driver but also
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generate additional traffic in a city. Thus, how to improve the
utilization of these taxis and reduce the energy consumption
effectively poses an urgent challenge. On the other hand,
many people feel frustrated and anxious when they are un-
able to find a taxicab after waiting for a long time.

To address this issue, we propose a recommender for both
taxi drivers and passengers using a huge number of histori-
cal GPS trajectories of taxis. Specifically, on one hand, given
the geo-position and time of a taxicab looking for passenger-
s, we suggest the taxi driver with a location, towards which
he/she is most likely to pick up a passenger as soon as pos-
sible and maximize the profit of the next trip, as demonstrat-
ed in Figure 1 A). This recommendation helps to reduce the
cruising (without a fare) time of a taxi thus saves energy con-
sumption and eases the exhaust pollution as well as helps the
drivers to make more profit. On the other hand, we provide
people expecting to take a taxi with the locations (within a
walking distance) where they are most likely to find a vacant
taxicab, as shown in Figure 1 B). Using our recommender, a
taxi will find passengers more quickly and people will take
a taxi more easily; therefore, reduces the above-mentioned
problem to some extent.

P

P

P

A) Taxi recommender B) Passenger recommender

Figure 1. Recommendation scenario

Recently, in many big cities, like New York, Beijing and
Singapore, taxicabs are equipped with GPS sensors for dis-
patching and safety. Typically, these taxis will report their
present locations to a data center in a certain frequency, e.g.,
2 minutes [12]. Besides a geo-position and timestamp, the
occupancy information of a taxi is also recorded (using some
weight sensor or by connecting a taxi meter with the embed-
ded GPS device). Therefore a large number of such GPS
trajectories with occupancy information are being generated
everyday. Intuitively, these taxi trajectories contain two as-
pects of knowledge. One is passengers’ mobility, i.e., where
and when passengers get on and off a taxi. The other is taxis’
pick-up behaviors. For example, where the high-profit taxi
drivers usually go and how they can find passengers quick-
ly. With these two aspects of knowledge, we can recommend

1



Related Work – mobility visualization#
•  Flow Maps [Phan et al. 2005]"

"
"


•  OD Maps [Wood et al. 2010]"
"
"


•  Flowstrates [Boyadin el al. 2011]



Related Work – querying and visualizing 
spatio-temporal data#

•  Spatio-temporal querying model [Peuquet 1994]
•  Cross-filtered views [Weaver 2008]
•  Visual query languages 

•  GeoPQL [Ferri and Rafanelli 2005]
•  Moving GeoPQL [D’Ulizia et al. 2012]
•  Query-by-trace [Erwig and Schneider 2000]
•  TrajectoryLenses [Krueger et al. 2013]
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Desiderata in TaxiVis 
•  End-to-end solution for interactive visual analytics 

•  Couples database back-end with a usable interface front-end 
•  Support interactive queries for the entire (growing) datasets 

•  Out-of-core data access 



Data – limits of existing technology#
•  Raw data:

•  3 years: 2009, 2011, and 2012
•  150 GB in 48 CSV files
•  520M trips total 

•  After cleanup and transformation:
•  50GB in binary format
•  12 fields with 2 temporal spatial"

attributes

 	   SQLite	   PostgreSQL	  

Storage Space in GB	   100	   200	  

Building Indices in Minutes
(One Year of Data)	   3,120	   780	  

1K Items Query in Seconds	   8	   3	  

100K Items Query in 
Seconds	   85	   24	  



Data – limits of existing technology#
•  Raw data:

•  3 years: 2009, 2011, and 2012
•  150 GB in 48 CSV files
•  520M trips total 

•  After cleanup and transformation:
•  50GB in binary format
•  12 fields with 2 temporal spatial"

attributes
•  Solution:

•  New spatio-temporal index based on out-of-core Kd-tree
•  Can also index other attributes

 	   SQLite	   PostgreSQL	   Our Solution	  

Storage Space in GB	   100	   200	   30	  

Building Indices in Minutes
(One Year of Data)	   3,120	   780	   28	  

1K Items Query in Seconds	   8	   3	   0.2	  

100K Items Query in 
Seconds	   85	   24	   2	  



Data selection 

• Specify query constraints

Visual analysis
•  Investigate selected data 

through visualization
• Discover regions of interest
• Define new data selections 

for further exploration 

Data Exploration: A Two-Phase Process#

Data 
selection 

• Specify query 
constraints Visual 

analysis 
•  Investigate selected 

data through 
visualization 

• Discover regions of 
interest 

• Define new data 
selections for further 
exploration 

We unify the two phases of the process through visual operations#



Interactive Visual Exploration#
•  Help users easily select data slices

•  Composition of spatio-temporal constraints
•  Provide visualizations of the slices within the spatio-temporal context
•  Multiple coordinated views

•  Time series, histogram plots
•  Heat maps

•  Comparative visualizations
•  Multiple query results
•  Exploration in time
•  Summary of attributes



Visual Query Model#
•  Data selection by visual operations
•  Each data slice can be assigned a different visual representation

•  Spatial context is maintained in the map view 
•  Query Expressiveness [Peuquet 1994] 

•  when + where ➔ what
•  when + what ➔ where
•  where + what ➔ when


attribute 

spatial temporal 



When + Where à What 
“What is the average trip time from Midtown to the airports during weekdays? 
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“What is the average trip time from Midtown to the airports during weekdays? 

When? 
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Visual Data Selection#
SELECT  *"
FROM    trips"
WHERE pickup_time in (5/1/11,5/7/11)  "

 AND      
     dropoff_loc in “Times Square”"
 AND  "
     pickup_loc in “Gramercy”"


Interactively explore data through 

the map view and plot widgets 



TaxiVis in Action#



Cross-filtered Views: trip distributions by area 



Temporal Comparison: Hurricane Sandy#



Analyzing Movement#



Comparative Visualization: Night Life in NYC#

Saturday Monday 



Conclusion & Limitations 
•  Easy-to-use system to interactively explore large multivariate spatial-temporal data

•  Couples database and visualization 
•  Desktop-based application 

•  Web-based map 
•  Need support for multiple data layers 



Future and Ongoing Work#
•  Apply to other urban mobility data, e.g., data from the NYC bike share program
•  Support additional data layers: weather, gas prices, news, tweets, etc.
•  Utilize parallel processing
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